Abstract. In this note we prove an explicit binomial formula for Jack polynomials and discuss some applications of it.
Jack polynomials ( M,St]). In this note we use the parameter = 1=
inverse to the standard parameter for Jack polynomials. Jack symmetric polynomials P (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; ) are eigenfunctions of Sekiguchi di erential operators D(u; where V (x) = Q i<j (x i ? x j ) is the Vandermonde determinant and u is a parameter. The operators fD(u; ); u 2 C g generate a commutative algebra; denote it by D(n; ). We have (1.2) P ( 1 +1;:::; n +1) (x; ) = Y x i P (x; ) :
Using (1.2) one can de ne Jack rational functions for any integers 1 n and still (1.1), and hence the binomial theorem below, will hold.
2. Shifted Jack polynomials ( OO, KS, Ok3] Denote by P (x; ) the unique element of (n) such that deg P = j j and P ( ; ) = H( ); = ; 0;
:
The polynomials P (x; 1) are called shifted Schur functions OO] for the Schur function s is the highest degree term of P (x; 1). Even in this rather simple case the combinatorics is very rich (see OO, Ok1, Ok2] ). The existence of P (x; ) for general follows from a result of S. Sahi S1]. For general F. Knop and S. Sahi proved KS] that again (2.2) P (x; ) = P (x; ) + lower degree terms : Explicit formulas for the polynomials P (x; ) were found in Ok3]. In particular, they provide a new proof of (2.2). We call these polynomials shifted Jack polynomials. They are a degenerate case of shifted Macdonald polynomials Kn, S2, Ok3] .
It easily follows from the de nition that P (x; ) are stable, that is P (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; 0; ) = P (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; ) provided has at most n parts. Hence, one can consider shifted Jack polynomials in in nitely many variables.
The following combinatorial formula for shifted Jack polynomials was proved in Ok3]. Let us call a tableau T on a reverse tableau if its entries strictly decrease down the columns and weakly decrease in the rows. By T(s) denote the entry in the square s 2 . We have
where the sum is over all reverse tableaux on with entries in f1; 2; : : : g and T ( ) is the same -weight of a tableau that enters the combinatorial formula for ordinary Jack polynomials (see St] or M],(VI.10.12)) (2.4) P (x; q; t) =
The coe cients T ( ) are rational functions of . where deg f j j. On the other hand (3.7) P (1 + x 1 ; : : : ; 1 + x n ; ) = P (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; ) + lower degree terms:
From (3.6) and (3.7) we obtain f ( ) = 0; j j j j; 6 = ;
1=P (1; : : : ; 1); = :
By de nition of P and (3.1)
which concludes the proof.
Remark. The coe cients ? in the expansion P (1 + x 1 ; : : : ; 1 + x n ; ) P (1; : : : ; 1; ) = X P (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; ) P (1; : : : ; 1; ) :
are called the generalized binomial coe cients. They were studied by C. Bingham Bi] in the special case = 1=2, using group{theoretical methods, and by M. La] , th eor emes 2, 3, 5 and corollaire in section 6) is equivalent to the formula (5.2) below.
Note also that the coe cients (3.8) admit a simple formula when = 1 (see A. Lascoux Lasc] Proposition.
(4.2) F(l; x; ) = X P (l 1 ; : : : ; l n ; ) Q (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; ) (n ) :
We call F(l; x; ) the Bessel functions. They are in the same relation to Jack polynomials as ordinary Bessel functions to Jacobi polynomials. They are eigenfunctions of the corresponding degeneration of Sekiguchi operators. This proposition can be deduced from (3.8) and La,K] (see the remark above), but it easier to give a direct proof, which uses the very same argument as in OO], section 9.
First one proves that Lemma. Suppose has less than n parts. The formulas (3.2) and (6.1) together imply (6.3) P ( ) = (n ) ((n ? 1) ) X = P (1; : : : ; 1) P (1; : : : ; 1) P ( ) where 1 is repeated n times in the denominator and (n?1) times in the numerator. Note that after substitution of (6.2) and of (3.1) rewritten as (6.4) P ( Here 1 n are arbitrary real (this assumption is not essential since P is symmetric). If = 1; 2; : : : then the integrand is holomorphic and can be arbitrary complex. Iteration of this proposition together with (1.2) gives an integral representation for all Jack polynomials.
This proposition was rst obtained by G. Olshanski (unpublished) for special values = 1=2; 1; 2 by using the group theoretic interpretation of the corresponding Jack polynomials. Then A. Okounkov Ok3] found a general method which works for any and even for Macdonald polynomials. The proof presented above di ers from that from Ok3].
